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DAYTON, Ohio, June 8, 1977 -- The Women in Engineering Seminar/Institute at the
University of Dayton June 12 through 17 will mark the fourth year in which industry
and the University have cooperated in a venture t o increase the number of women
engineers.
The seminar/institute gives some 75 high school women the opportunity to investigate a career in engineering. Their tuition is paid by local industry which also
furnishes speakers at the seminar/institute.
The arrangement is one in which the University, the students and industry derive
benefit. As Nancy Surber, supervisor of selection and placement at Monsanto Research
Corporation explains it, "we want the students to know that Monsanto is here, and
we're looking for good women engineers." This is the fourth year that Monsanto has
given financial support to the semina r/institute. They are one of 29 area industries
who support the seminar/institute.
The search is not an easy one. Its difficulty is confounded by the fact that
women have not traditionally chosen engineering as a career.
Annette Young, NCR's manager of communications and equal employment opportunity,
explains why her company has also continued to support the seminar/institute. "The
only way we are going to attract more women engineers is to expose them to the field.
Our support of the seminar/institute helps provide them with the opportunity for
explorati.on."
The investment is paying off, say industry representatives. Alumnae of the
seminar/institute have f ound summer jobs or established cooperative workinr arrangements with some of the same industries who spons ored their initiation into engineering.
Ann Bradley, a sophomore in the UD School of Engineering works full time during
the summer at NCR. She was a jm1ior at Archbishop Alter High School when she attended
the seminar/institute . She had made up her mind to be an engineer because "my
brother and father had encouraged it," but she still had questions about which field
of engineering held the greatest interest for her. Tho se questions were answered in
the seminar/institute.
CYnthia Howard, a sophomore at UD is working at the Mead Corporation in a cooperative arrangement worked out under the auspices of Preface, a program sponsored
by Wright Patterson Air Force Base a nd the U.S . Engery Research Development Administration. She too attended the seminar/institute at UD. She was a junior at Colonel
White High School at the time and like most students had unanswered questions about
her future in engineering. The seminar/institute;, of which Mead has been a sponsor
during its four years of existence, helped answer those questions.
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Michael Johnson, coordinator of projects and development at Mead, explains his
company's posit ion. "Basically, we're interested in encouraging students in the
Dayton area. From a selfish point of view, we also feel we'll be in a better position
to reap the benefits of an increasing number of women engineers if we sponsor such
programs as the seminar/institute."
Monsanto Research Corporation has reaped benefits from another of UD's programs
for women in engineering. The fast-track late entry program is designed for women
who earned undergraduate degrees in math, chemistry and physlcs and would like to
respond to the current demand for women in engineering. 'The year-and-a-half long
program is supported by a $111,944 grant to UD from the National Science Foundation;
One of the students in that program, Sylvia Godfrey, is earning living expenses while
going to school by working part-.time at Monsanto.
"We're interested in her and will be talking 'Ivi th her about a future with us as
soon as she receives her eningeering degree," Surber says.
The fourth year of the seminar/institute marks the passage of 260 women through
the program . . About half of them have been from the local area. Others have come from
such diverse points as Puerto Rico, Michigan, Pennsylvania, New York and Illinois.
This will also mark the second year for a workshop on women in engineering and
technology with high school counselors and science teachers as the participants. The
workshop is being held in conjunction with the seminar/institute.
During the six-day sess10n, students~ high school science' teachers and counselors will
meet with faculty in all the various branches of engineering, participate in panel
discussions with successful women engineers and visit local industries to gain an
on-the-site view of engineers in an industrial setting.
Professor Carol M. Sha'w is coordinator of women in engineering at UD and the
founder of the seminar/institute, Professor Shaw , who also is an associate professor
in chemical technology believes that although there ar'e signs of change, "engineering
is still considered a nontraditional profession for women, and for the nex few years
special efforts must be made to educate women about the possibilities of a career
in engineering. The seminar/institute, the workshop and the fast-track late entry
program are all efforts toward that education."
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